
Assoc Prof He Jie

Dr He Jie’s team is working on “Thermotolerance of temperate

vegetable crops grown in the tropics: Physiological and

biochemical mechanisms, productivity and quality. This research is

two pronged: identifying the basal and acquired thermotolerance in

selected vegetable crops and adopting sub-lethal heat stress

regimes to boost adaptive thermotolerance in plants in horticultural

applications.

Studying on the impacts of abiotic stresses (temperature and

drought) on native tropical orchids; and physiology of orchid

pseudobulbs are also Dr. He Jie’s current research interests.

Understanding the response of lost native species to

environmental factors would be an important step toward a

sustainable conservation in Singapore.

Dr Norman Lim

• Plant stress physiology 

• Photosynthesis, shoot-root 

communication

• Vertical aeroponic farming for 

vegetable production & Food security 

• Orchid physiology and conservation 

Dr Chew’s research laboratory has been actively involved in

elucidating the biochemical strategies employed by these

organisms in adapting to the harsh environment in the mudflats.

Recently, they have been looking extensively on the nitrogen

metabolism of some interesting fish during terrestrial excursion

and high ammonia exposure. These include Misgurnus

anguillicaudatus also known as the weatherloach, Oxyeleotris

marmoratus commonly known as Soon Hock (a delicacy serve

in our local restaurants), Channa asiatica (also called the

snakehead which is well known as a tonic used to speed

recovery after a surgery), Periophthalmodon schlosseri (a giant

mudskipper found in Pasir Ris Mangrove), Monopterus albus

(swamp eel), Protopterus spp (African lungfish) and Himantura

signifer (freshwater stingray). Our results indicated that different

fishes used different strategies to prevent ammonia build-up in

their tissues

Assoc Prof Chew Shit Fun

• Nitrogen metabolism and ammonia 

toxicity in air-breathing fishes

• Osmoregulation in mudskippers

• Aestivation in African Lungfishes

Biology

Assoc Prof Shirley Lim

• Ecology of crustaceans and molluscs

• Functional morphology and 

behavioural plasticity in crustaceans

• Environmental impact on populations 

of crustaceans and molluscs

Dr Beverly Goh

• Citizen science

• Ecotoxicology and marine pollution

• Environmental biology (marine 

biodiversity and ecology) 

• Global environmental change

• Vertebrate ecology, especially of 

understudied taxa

• Terrestrial ecology

• Conservation ecology

Green mussel bioassays
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Dr Teo Yong Chua

• Organic synthesis

• Carbon-heteroatom bond formation 

reactions

• C-H activation reactions

Dr Tan Lik Tong

• Natural Products of marine   

microorganisms

• Marine chemical ecology

• Synthesis of marine natural products 

• Project-based learning

• Citizen science

Dr Tan’s early research work has focused strongly on the

development of electro-chemical sensing devices for different

applications. Currently, her team is working on inter-disciplinary

areas so as to support colleagues from other disciplines, e.g.

engineers and defense science scientists. They hope to develop

micro-devices for field based applications. Another multi-

disciplinary area is in green chemistry area in which plants are

used as “biological” mops to clean up the pollutants.

Assoc Prof Tan Swee Ngin

• Electroanalysis-biosensors

• Separation science

• Phytoremediation

Chemistry

Assoc Prof Yan Yaw Kai

• Inorganic and organometallic 

synthesis

• Biomedical applications of 

coordination complexes

• Design of G-quadruplex-targeting 

anticancer metal complexes

• Chemistry education

Paper-based Biosensors                        Phytoremediation  

Dr Peter Lee

• Inorganic and bioinorganic chemistry, 

metals in medicine

• Investigation of metal complexes as 

potential therapeutics for cancer

• Pathogen-Host cell interaction studies

• Apoptosis

Dr Peter Lee’s current research is directed towards the interface

of inorganic/ bioinorganic/ organometallic chemistry and

cell/molecular biology, looking at the chemical biology and

chemical genetics of metal complexes and their applications in

medicine.
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Assoc Prof Springham, Stuart Victor

• Nuclear instrumentation and 

techniques

• Study of plasma focus fusion

• Development of radiation imaging 

detectors

• Coded aperture imaging

Assoc Prof Paul Lee

• Plasma physics

• Laser-plasma interactions

• Plasma applications and technology

• Physics education

Prof Xu’s research interests lie in the areas of physics and

applications of high density plasmas, RMF current drive in

fusion plasma, development of plasma facilities and diagnostic

instrumentation, applications of nonequilibrium plasma for

silicon photovoltaics and environment, and plasma aided nano-

fabrication and processing. He has conceived and founded a

Plasma Sources and Applications Centre (PSAC) comprising of

three research units: a) Plasma Processing Laboratory (PPL), b)

Advanced Materials and Nanostructures Laboratory (AMNL),

and c) Photovoltaic Research Laboratory (PRL). PSAC is

equipped with a comprehensive range of plasma processing

reactors and device fabrication tools, plasma diagnostics,

materials and devices characterisation facilities, photovoltaic

cell test equipment, and a class 10k clean room.

Prof Xu Shuyan

• Plasma physics, sources and 

diagnostics

• Plasma nanoscience and assembly

• Silicon photovoltaic solar cells

• Current drive in nuclear fusion

Physics

Prof Rajdeep’s main research interest involves performing

fundamental studies on pulsed plasma devices such as Dense

Plasma focus (DPF) and Pulsed Laser Deposition (PLD) and

their applications to wide variety of areas such as: neutron

source for novel material testing for first wall of fusion reactor

and explosive material detection, radioisotopes synthesis, soft x-

ray lithography, soft and hard x-ray imaging, material

modification, and nano-structured material synthesis.

He has extensive experience in various basic plasma and

nuclear diagnostic techniques. His current research focus is

graphene and transition metal nitrides/oxides based three

dimensional porous nanostructured hybrid assemblies for

energy storage and conversion applications; magnetic materials

for data storage; and FE-FM heterointerfaces for voltage

controlled switching and Insulator-Graphene/Metal

heterointerfaces for Rashba effect tuning for spintronics

applications.

• Pulsed pinched plasma radiation 

sources

• Plasma nanoscience

• Nanophase magnetic materials

High speed images of Plasma Shock Waves produced by laser 

focused on solid target in gas

Prof Rajdeep Singh Rawat
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Asst Prof Tsao Hoi Nok

• Optical sensors mimicking visual 

learning for artificial intelligence

• Entirely light driven memories without 

electricity consumption

• Dye sensitized solar cells

Physics

• Infrared spectroscopy

• Natural products & minerals using 

spectroscopic techniques

• Material processing using plasma 

focus technique

• Physics education 

Assoc Prof Augustine Tan

Visually learning 

sensors for robotics

Solar cells as energy 

efficient memories

Gemstones 

Infrared Spectroscopy 

Herbal mushroom: lingzhi

Assoc Prof Kwek Leong Chuan

• Quantum information science

• Foundation of quantum mechanics

• Atomic and molecular physics

• Biomedical physics

Amico, L. et al. Superfluid qubit systems with ring shaped opticallattices. Sci. 

Rep. 4, 4298; DOI:10.1038/srep04298 (2014).

Collaboration with F. Heng, M. Santos and Vlatko’s group; See Nat. 

Comm., 10, 1038 (2012)
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Currently, Yew Jin’ s interests are in primary science, curriculum

studies, scientific ways of knowing, and informal learning

environments. He also brings sociocultural concepts of learning

as well as theoretical insights from the social sciences and

humanities. Recent research (with his graduate students)

include assessing knowledge in classrooms, literacy and inquiry

in primary science, flipped teaching, and engineering, design &

technology.

Assoc Prof Lee Yew Jin

• Primary science teaching

• Learning in & out of school

• Hands-on minds-on inquiry

• Curriculum research

Daniel has conducted research in practical work, development

of diagnostic instruments to determine students' understanding

and alternative conceptions of science concepts, use of ICT in

science learning, and the impact of educational research on

classroom practices.

Assoc Prof Daniel Tan

• Students' conceptions

• Diagnostic instruments

• Representations in science

• Chemistry curriculum, information and 

communication technology in science 

education

Assoc Prof Teo Tang Wee

• Cultural sociology

• Gender studies

• Lower track learners

• Social equity

• Sociocultural studies

• STEM 

• STE(A)M education

Science Education

Assoc Prof Tan Aik Ling

• Classroom interactions

• Emotions in science learning

• Inquiry-based learning

• Science teacher professional 

development

Asst Prof Jennifer Yeo

Dr Tan’s current research interests deals with students’

perspectives and ideas about science as inquiry and how they

construct their learning experiences through co-generative

dialogues with their teachers. The students’ science learning

experiences are studied through their classroom interactions,

their ideas articulated at co-generative dialogue sessions, and

their performance during term assessment.

Tang Wee is the Co-Head of the Multi-centric Education, Research

and Industry STEM Centre (meriSTEM@NIE). She is a social

equity scholar in science education. She applies a critical lens to

examine diverse equity issues in science education that affect

learners (e.g., science learners with special education needs,

lower track students, children aged 6-8, and international students)

who are underrepresented in the local and international literature.

She has more than a decade of teaching and research experience

in STEM teaching and learning, specifically, critical studies of

STEM education. Her current work focuses on special education

needs science learners and lower track science students. As a

trained chemist and chemistry education professor, she also

actively publishes in chemistry education journals.

• Role of representations in scientific 

explanations and argumentation

Jennifer’s research interest is in understanding how people

learn science, and designing learning environments to support

students’ science learning. Her earlier work looked at students’

sense-making in problem-based learning, knowledge building

environments, and computer-supported collaborative learning.

Her current research focuses on how students produce

explanation in science, in particular the role of representations in

mediating the process of thinking and reasoning.
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